
CP Fiscal Meeting Minutes 

December 6, 2018 at 12:30 pm 

DHS-444 Lafayette St. Paul, MN-Room 6146 

 

Present:  Jodi Heurung, Ralph McQuarter, Dave Hanson, Lori Munsterman, Deb Beske Brown, Brenda 

Mahoney, Suzanne Arntson, Pete Bernardy, Stacy Hennen, Nikki Kovan 

Via Phone:  Weston Merrick, Joan Granger-Kopesky 

 

1. Families First Prevention Services Act-updates, new information, next steps:  New information 

has been released from the Children’s Bureau which entailed program instructions for states 

and tribes.  The instructions explained program requirements and practice criteria.  It was not 

specific approval of eligible service programs from the California Clearing House as anticipated.  

States need to submit a five-year plan.  The Children’s Bureau will start the reviewing states 

plans soon and begin rating services.  New service categories will be added and there will be a 

rolling review of these services yearly.  At least 50% of states claims for the IV-E prevention 

program must be for services that meet the well supported state practices criteria.  There needs 

to be more work done around MOE issues.   

 

 

2. MMB Fiscal Workgroup-how is it the same or different from this workgroup?  The CP Fiscal 

meeting is looking at child welfare resources more broadly based and the MMB group is taking a 

deeper dive into data trends.  The MMB group is looking at doing 2 surveys’.  One around 

evidenced based practices and one on residential treatment services.  It was suggested that the 

survey involving residential tx services be sent to Corporate Foster Care settings in addition to 

Rule 5 & 8 facilities.  Identified Deb Beske Brown as a good resource for this workgroup.  This 

group will continue to look at system restructuring (outcomes, SSIS, billing, etc.).  DHS has 

submitted their request to delay roll out of Families First for up to 2 years.  More workgroups 

will be developed around Foster Care Candidacy, congregate care, prevention services, etc.   

 

MMB completed a survey on what evidence based child welfare services MN Counties offer 

which was reviewed.  56 counties participated in the survey.  The survey showed that 20% of 

counties who responded are providing evidence based services as noted in the clearing house.    

 

These updates will be presented as a potential forum as the January MACSSA meeting. 

 

 

3. Wilder IMD Study-any updates? Jill Roberts was not present but noted via email that the final 

report from Wilder will be completed in February, and at this time we are unsure of action items 

that would be ready to move forward this legislative session. 

 



4. Other:  DHS has posted a position for a Families First Coordinator-Interviews will be taking place 

soon.  This person will assist Ralph McQuarter with more of the policy pieces of the legislation 

while Ralph focuses on the fiscal portions.   

 

Update on meeting with Rich G.-Eric and Elizabeth are representing MACSSA at these meetings.  

The last meeting was more focused on the total system cost and peoples hopes for the system 

to see if there are common values that come forward to determine if there are any common 

legislative proposals.  Eric sees the value in being at the table for future discussions.   


